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This abstract outlines my ongoing research in the field of smartphone anomaly detection. Malware,
e.g. like virus, worms, and Trojan horses, have been threats to computer systems for many years
and it was only a question of time when the first malicious software writers would get interested
in smartphone platforms, such as Symbian OS. In 2004, the first articles about malware for smartphones [1] appeared saying that the next generation of targets are mobile devices. Since then, the
number of malwares increased every month, and variants for various platforms appeared [2].
Commercially available countermeasures to smartphone malware suffer from weaknesses since
they rely on signature lists or static rules. Additionally, the currently used signature-based approaches leave user exposed to the malware threat until the signature is available where Builygin
[3] showed that in worst case a MMS worm targeting random phone book numbers can infect more
than 700,000 devices in about three hours. Therefore, it is crucial to detect malware presence
and activity as fast as possible. Monitoring-based anomaly detection systems can be a valuable
addition to signature-based approaches for achieving this since they do not rely on signatures and
can indicate suspicious activity in real-time. Although still suffering from high false-alarm and low
detection quality several approaches showed the functionality of such systems, e.g. [4].
My current research focuses on creating and evaluating host-based anomaly-detection systems
for smartphones. First results show that these cannot be fully independent from remote systems
analyzing the monitored data since capabilities, like CPU power and availlable memory, are still
very limited. But as these capabilities are steadily increasing, I expect capable devices to be released
in the next two years. Especially devices running open platforms, e.g. Android or OpenMoko, are
of special interest since they provide full access to the operating system, which is necessary for
implementing an effective host-based anomaly detection system. Therefore, an initial monitoring
client will be developed on Android for showing its usability for implementing low-level security
tools. The main problems that have to be handled are: decreasing device resource usage, decreasing
false positive rates of the detection, and increasing detection quality. Furthermore, applicability of
already existing Linux tools. e.g. Snort, Nagios, or OSSEC, will be checked.
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